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1: A company has a policy that all passwords must be changed every 45 days. This includes Web Agent passwords for HP Management Agents and SNMP community strings. The customer has 400 HP ProLiant servers. How can the customer change SNMP community strings and Web Agent passwords using HP Systems Insight Manager?

A. Use the Windows 2000 File replication service to replicate the cpqhmmd.acl cpqhmmd.acl to the C:\Compaq\wbem directory on each server.

B. Create a polling task in Insight Manager to have the managed devices poll the Insight Manager server for the new password and SNMP community string information.

C. Create a group configuration task to retrieve the passwords and community strings from a preconfigured server. Distribute the passwords and community strings to all the managed devices.

D. Create a password request form at each managed device. Send the request to HP Systems Insight Manager. Have Insight Manager create a control task to distribute the passwords to each requesting device.

**Correct Answers: C**

2: Which business value tool is recommended by HP for determining Return On Investment (ROI) and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)?

A. Microsoft-TCO Evaluation Tool

B. ActiveAnswers Sizer

C. Gartner-TCO Analyst tool

D. Strategic Operations Model (SOM)

**Correct Answers: C**

3: How is high availability attained in a cluster configuration?

A. by managing and tolerating failures of separate components

B. by allowing a failed card to be replaced without having to quiesce applications

C. by enabling the server to continue to receive power even if one power supply should fail

D. by preventing single-bit memory errors from propagating into double-bit memory failures

**Correct Answers: A**

4: Which component does Version Control Repository Manager (VCRM) work with to perform version control and update of HP system software?

A. Network Agent

B. Version Control Agents

C. Foundation Agents

D. Storage Agent

**Correct Answers: B**

5: An application is launched without Resource Partitioning Manager, but a resource partition containing the application has been activated. How will Resource Partitioning Manager respond?
A. track reporting data for the partition, but not assign resources
B. monitor the application and dynamically assign resources
C. immediately shut down the application and reclaim the resources
D. allow the application to run with limited resources

**Correct Answers: B**

6: A systems administrator connects to a Windows server using Remote Insight Lights Out Edition II (RILOE II). The mouse response of the graphical remote console is extremely slow. What could be done to the server to improve performance? Select TWO.
A. Change the server display settings to the highest quality.
B. Enable mouse acceleration.
C. Uncheck the "Enable pointer shadow" option.
D. Set the display resolution to 640 x 480.
E. Select None for the mouse pointer scheme.

**Correct Answers: C E**

7: A customer can obtain the Version Control Agent (VCA) from the HP website and from what other location?
A. SmartStart CD
B. Rapid Deployment Pack CD
C. QuickFind 2000
D. SmartStart Scripting Toolkit CD

**Correct Answers: A**

8: What is the correct method for initiating a firmware upgrade on an HP ProLiant BL class interconnect switch?
A. Telnet session
B. FTP session
C. Secure shell (SSH)
D. Console session

**Correct Answers: D**

9: A customer needs to know what modules are currently installed on an HP ProLiant server running Linux. Which command will report this information?
A. Modprobe
B. lsmod
C. Insmod
D. Rmmod

**Correct Answers: B**

10: What is required to successfully implement an HP Rapid Deployment Pack (RDP) solution without using a boot disk? Select TWO.
A. DNS
B. DHCP
C. IPSec
D. TCP/IP
E. IPX/SPX

Correct Answers: B D